
 

Abstract Format Guidelines 

Working languages of the conference: Ukrainian, English, Polish. 

 Abstracts - 3-5 pages must be provided in Microsoft Word (.doc file 

format), A4 page format, book orientation. File name in English, for 

example: Makarenko T.O._tezi,Makarenko T.O._Application, Makarenko 

T.O._oplata. Files are not archived. 

 Margins: upper, lower, right and left - 20 mm; 

 Font - Times New Roman, size - 14 pt.; 

 Line spacing - 1.0; 

 First line - Section: Section titleaccording to the list above (italics, center 

aligned); 

 Second line –author’ssurname and initials (font style: bold, rightaligned); 

 Third line - scientific degree, academic rank (if applicable), position 

(italics, right aligned); 

 Fourth line - full name of the institution where the author works or studies 

(italics, right aligned); 

 Fifth line - city, country (italics, right aligned); 

 Sixth line – skip one line; 

 Seventh line - the title of the presentation (bold, uppercase, center aligned); 

 Eighth line– skip one line; Then the body of the abstract comes (normal 

font, width align, indent - 1.25); Skip one line; 

 Referencelist - no more than 5 sources. 

 

All formulas must be typed in the Equation Editor or MathType and available for 

editing. 

Figures, charts, tables are provided using Microsoft Word tools, they appear in the 

middle, Times New Roman, size 12, line spacing - 1. Figuretitle and number are 

indicated in bold under the figures (Figure 1. Title), the title and number of tables appear 

above the tables (Table 1. Title). The figures should be arranged as a single object. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

ABSTRACTFORMAT SAMPLE: 

Section 3. Ecological and socio-economic aspects of sustainable development 

in the context of modern climate change. 
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LAND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT UNDER DECENTRALIZATION 

CONDITIONS 

 

Text, text [1]. Text, text, text [2, p. 75]. 

 

Referencelist 

(font - Times New Roman, size 14 pt, line spacing - 1.0, without text compression and 

word hyphenation). 

All referencesmentioned in theReference listare cited in the text of abstracts 

 

Important! 

Abstracts are published in the author's version.The authors are responsible for the 

content of the submitted materials, reliability of facts, references, spelling of proper names, 

etc. 

The Organizing Committee reserves the right to reject articles that do not meet the 

stated requirements. 

 

Sincerely,  

Organizing Committee 

  


